A generalized /»-primary cotorsion abelian group G is a /»"-injective, that is satisfies />" Ext ( -, G) = 0, iff Gt is /»"-injective in the category of torsion abelian groups. Such a torsion group is generally /»"-torsion complete, but an example shows that all its Ulm factors need not be complete. The injective properties of generally /»"-torsion complete groups are investigated. They are an injectively closed class, and the corresponding class of sequences is the class of/»"-pure sequences with split completion when a is "accessible". Also, these groups are the/»"-high injectives.
where the inverse limit is taken over the family of natural homomorphisms ft1: G/peG -> G\pyG for each pair y, ß with a>ß>y [21] . There is a natural map 8; given by 8(g) = (g+pßG)ß<a, viewing La(G) as a subgroup of Ylß<cc G/peG. This induces an injection S*: G/p"G -> La(G).
If a is an accessible ordinal then La(G)/8(G) is divisible. An example showing this to be not the case for a = Q, the first uncountable ordinal, is given in [15] .
For ease of reference and to refresh the reader's memory we list three propositions. Recall that A is pa-pure in B if 0^-A^ B^-B/A -> 0 represents an element of p" Ext (B/A, A).
Proposition 1 (Nunke [18] ). A pa-injective group has the form D® C where D is divisible and C is a cotorsion group such that paC=0.
Proposition 2 (Mines [15] ). Let G be a g.p. group. Then 8(G) isp"-pure in La(G) for limit ordinals a. Proposition 3 (Nunke [17] ). A p"-pure extension 0-> A-^-B->C^0 has the following properties :
(1) peBr\A =pßA for all ß<a. Then the extension is pa-pure. If ais a limit ordinal or the reduced part of A satisfies /»"(red A) = 0 then (3) is redundant. If A is divisible, (1) is redundant and (3) may be omitted.
2. It is known that every/?a-injective is cotorsion but that the converse is false if a is greater than or equal to <u2 [19] . The problem of describing the structure of these groups has been outstanding for some time. The following theorem transfers the problem of distinguishing the injectives among the g.p. cotorsions to the category of torsion groups, where more is known.
Definition. A torsion group G is called /»"-torsion injective if pa Ext (A, G) = 0 for every torsion group A.
A torsion group G is called /»"-divisible injective if pa Ext (A, G) = 0 for every torsion divisible group A. Theorem 1. Let G be a cotorsion, g.p. group, and a a limit ordinal. Then G is pa-injective iff its torsion subgroup Gt is pa-torsion injective. Given a reduced torsion group Gt which is p"-torsion injective, Ext (Q/Z, G¿ is a pa-injective whose torsion subgroup is exactly Gt.
Proof. Let G be /?a-injective and A a torsion group. Then 0 ->• Gt A-G ->-G/Gt induces the exact sequence
Horn (A, GIGt) -> Ext (A, Gt) -^U Ext (A, G).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since A is torsion, Horn (A, G/Gt) = 0 and so t* is an inclusion. Thus/»" Ext (A, Gt) Ç/»" Ext (A, G) = 0. Thus Gt is/»"-torsion injective.
Suppose Gt is /»"-torsion injective and A is any group. Then 0 -»• At -> A -> A/At -> 0 induces an exact sequence
Since G is cotorsion, Ext (A/At, G) = 0. Thus we need only show p" Ext (A, G) = 0 for torsion groups A. Since G is g.p., Ext (Aq, G) = 0 for all q+p so it suffices to show /»" Ext (A, G) = 0 for /j-primary groups ^4.
By results in [5] , each cotorsion group G satisfies is exact. Since Ext (Q, Gt) is torsion free [5, p. 370], we conclude that Gt = (Ext (Q/Z, Gt))t, concluding the proof. Mines, in [15] , shows that any g.p. cotorsion group must be generally complete, that is, that Lß(G)/8(G) is reduced for each limit ordinal ß. (For accessible ordinals ß, this means G/pßG is complete in the /»"-topology.) This result means that the obvious topological distinctions will not aid in finding the /^"-injectives. The situation in the torsion case is more unusual, as we will show later. For now, we prove only the following:
Definition. A torsion group G is called generally /»"-torsion complete if Ta(Gr)/8(G) is reduced. Theorem 2. Let abe a limit ordinal. Let G be a torsion, pa-torsion injective group. Then G is generally pa-torsion complete.
Proof. There is an exact sequence
By Proposition 2, this sequence is /?"-pure. By Theorem 18(a) of [11] , 0 -> G/p"G -> Ta(G) -*■ Ta(G)/8(G) is also/»"-pure. Ta(G)¡8(G) is torsion, so this sequence splits.
3. In order to further explore the relationship between generally /»"-torsion complete groups and /?"-torsion injectivity we employ the device of the injectively closed class due to Maranda [13] , We restrict ourselves to the category of/»-primary abelian groups unless otherwise mentioned.
Definition. Let a be a limit ordinal. We define (a) @a to be the class of all short exact sequences p.:0^A^B^C-^0 such that p. is /»"-pure and C is divisible; and (b) £¿a to be the class of all groups G such that G is generally /^"-torsion complete and paG is divisible. Remarks. (1) Any member of ¿2>a can be written D® R where D is divisible, paR = 0 and 7? is generally/»"-torsion complete.
(2) If paG is the torsion subgroup of \~l?L x Z(p¡) then G is an example of a member of 9)a2.
Given an abelian category A we define two maps between classes of objects in A and classes of short exact sequences in A. Recall that if G e Ob (A) and p.: 0 -> A -* 7? -> C ->0 is a short exact sequence in A, G is called injective for p. if every morphism f: A^-G can be lifted to g : B -> G such that
We also say p. is injective with respect to G.
Definition, (a) If 3) is a class of objects of A, define W(2) to be the class of all short exact sequences which are injective with respect to every member of S>.
(b) If ^ is a class of short exact sequences in A, define $>(&) to be the class of all objects of A which are injective with respect to every member of <S.
These definitions are slight corruptions of those of Maranda in [13] , and are dual to those of [20] . One should note that 9><=,<m(2) and ^^Td>(^); further, (DTO^) = <D(3f) and Y^¥(S)) = Y(2). If 2 = ^¥(Si) we call Si an injectively closed class. If 2 is an injectively closed class, Y(@) is called the "corresponding class of sequences". The maps $ and Y are inclusion reversing. Theorem 3. Let a be a limit ordinal. Then 3)a -<^(^^). Consequently 3>a is an injectively closed class.
Proof. Let p.:0-^A^B^C-^0 be an element of &a and G e Q>a. Suppose f: A-^G. Then fp, ep" Ext (C, G). (This notation is explained in [14] .) It suffices to show fp. = 0 in order to show Ge <&C&a). If G = R® A, where A is divisible, and ttr and ttd are the natural projections, fp. = 0 if (irBf® 7rD/) = 0> which in turn happens iSirRfp. ® ttd/¡u = 0; hence iff TrRf¡x = 0. Thus we may assume G is reduced. We shall tacitly assume in several other proofs that in order to check injectivity of members of 3>a with respect to a sequence we need only check reduced members of^a.
By assumption, A is divisible, so it suffices to show that G is/»"-divisible injective. Let C = 2 Z(p<°). Then/»" Ext (C, G) = Y\pa Ext (Z(pco), G). Since every/»-primary divisible group can be so written, we need only to show /»" Ext (Z(/»°°), G) = 0. We are going to investigate Y(^) but first we prove the following theorem so that an important example can be presented.
Theorem 4. (a) Let n be an integer. If G/peG is pß-injective then G/pß + nG is pß + "'-injective. The same is true if we replace the words "injective" by "torsion injective" or by "divisible injective". From above the last term is isomorphic to a product of /?-adic integers and hence is torsion free. Then the sequence is pure exact [12] . Since p"G is a /»"-bounded group direct sum with a divisible group, Ext (Q/Z, p"G) is/»"-bounded. By Kulikov's Theorem, a bounded pure subgroup is a summand. Hence pnpa Ext (ß/Z, G)=0 implies /»"/>" Ext (ß/Z, G/paG) = 0 and thus /»"EU» 4=0. This implies r(7))=0 and hence G e £¿a. Corollary 1. G/pa+nG is pa+"-injective iff G/paG is pa-injective. Hence a reducedpa + n-injective is exactly a group G such that pa + nG = 0 and G/G1 is complete in its p-adic topology.
Corollary
2. The same statements hold for "torsion injective" and "torsion complete" respectively.
The proof of the corollaries follows from Theorem 5 and from Theorem 26.1 of [3] , and a modified form of that theorem for torsion groups which is easy to prove.
The following example was developed by Doyle O. Cutler, who has kindly permitted its presentation in this paper. we have hp°>nGt(px) = 0 also. Let n0 be such that pno(px)=0. Thus for i>n0, hp"Gi(px(i))>0. Hence for />n0, hp<°Gi(py(i)-px(i)) = 0, and thus h"<°na¡(py-px) =0, which contradicts the above. Hence {zn+paKt}n<(0 does not converge to an element of Kt/p^Kf This example shows that the groups with K/K1 and K1 torsion complete are not exactly the /»m2-torsion injectives, which the author believes was widely regarded as a possibility.
Example. A />m2-torsion injective group such that G/paG is not torsion com
Beginning at the ordinal a»2 the properties of/»-"-divisible injective and /»"-torsion injective are not equivalent. We show this using an analogous theorem of [19].
Theorem 5. The following are equivalent: (1) For torsion groups G, if G is p"-divisible injective then G is p"-torsion injective.
(2) a<oj2.
Proof. Assume the first property, and suppose a ^ a>2. Then let C be any cotorsion group with paC=0. Then C=Ext (Q/Z, C) and hence /»" Ext (Q/Z, C)=0. C is therefore a /»"-divisible injective. We have an exact sequence Horn (A, C/Q) -* Ext (A, Ct) -» Ext (A, C).
For divisible torsion groups A, Horn (A, C/Ct)=0. Hence Ct is/»"-divisible injective and by hypothesis is /?"-torsion injective. By Theorem 1, C is /^"-injective. By Theorem 6.8 and Theorem 5. Remark. This theorem together with Theorem 3 shows that T^)
will not be every /»"-pure sequence of torsion groups when a^oj2. Hence we will investigate *¥(3>a) and characterize the sequences in it in the case that a is accessible.
4. We begin with some general properties of Y(53) for any class 3>. We call a short exact sequence T(^)-pure if it is a member of *F(^). Let p.:0-> A-> B-^s-C -> 0 be exact.
PI. If n is T(^)-pure and/: D -» C then (if is Y(S>)-pure.
Proof. If g : A -* E e 3> then g(pf) = (gp)f= 0/= 0.
P2. If E is *F(S>)-pure in F and F is T(^)-pure in G then E is T(^)-pure in G. P3. If E is T(^)-pure in G, E<=F<=G and F/E is T(^)-pure in G/E then F is T(S)-pure in G.
Proof. Let/: F^DeS¿¡. Extend/|£ to g:G^D.
Since (g-/)|E = 0, we can define (g-f)*: F/E-+ D by (g-/)*(x + F)=g(x)-/(x).
We extend this homomorphism to h: G/E-+ D. Letting tt:G-^ G/E be the natural map, let a=g-htr. Then a: G->-D and a\F=f. There are many other such properties, but the reader should note that the union of ^(iFJ-pure subgroups need not be T^-pure.
For the sequel it is important to keep in mind that ^aSxFO(^a) = xF(S»a). Theorem 6. Let abe a limit ordinal. If p. e ^(S^a), p. is pa-pure.
Proof. Suppose ß<a and let ¡x:0^-A-^B^¡-C-^-0 be such that p.eTíá^).
Then A/pßA is discrete in the a-topology and hence A/pßA is an element of 2ètt.
Let it : A -*■ A/pBA be the natural map. Then irp. is exactly 0 ->• A/pßA -> B/pßA -*■ C -* 0 and must split. By Proposition 3 of [7] , p. is then pB-ry\xre since -rrp. is /-pure. Hence /lefl««./ Ext (C, .4)=/»" Ext (C, .4).
Corollary. Tf a is a limit ordinal and 0->A-+B-^C^0e*¥(2>a), pßB n ^ =pßA for all ß<a. Proof . This follows directly from Theorem 6 and Proposition 3. A direct proof is an amusing exercise.
We now proceed to characterize *F(¿^a) in the case that a is accessible. Let a be a limit ordinal and let p. : 0 -> A -4-B -> B/A -> 0 be /»"-pure exact. We define /x" as follows: let iß: A/pBA -> {A,pBB}/pBB-> B/pBB be the natural inclusions for Thus /t e W(@a) implies pa splits.
5.
Applications. We note that the class 2a is the solution to two other "injective" questions. We again mean "/»-group" when we say "group".
